Abstract. In the present paper, we introduce and study a certain ordinariness of GL n -do'pers (= dormant GL n -opers) on a pointed proper smooth algebraic curve, which may be thought of as a generalization of the classical ordinariness of algebraic curves in positive characteristic. We consider an analogy of a type of assertion discussed and proved by S. Nakajima and M. Raynaud, i.e., ordinariness of GL n -do'pers pulled-back via abelian coverings of the underlying curve. The main results of the present paper consist of the following two assertions: the first is that if the GL n -do'per pulled-back via anétale covering is ordinary, then the original GL n -do'per is ordinary; the second is that if a given GL n -do'per is ordinary and its underlying curve is sufficiently general, then the pull-back of this GL n -do'per via an abelian covering is ordinary whenever its Galois group has the order prime to the characteristic of the base field.
generally, stable) algebraic curve, which may be thought of as a generalization of the classical ordinariness of algebraic curves in positive characteristic (i.e., the p-rank of its jacobian is maximal).
Recall (cf. Definition 2.1.1 (i)) that a GL n -oper on an algebraic curve is, by definition, a triple F ♥ := (F , ∇ F , {F j } n j=0 ) consisting of a rank n vector bundle F on the curve, a(n) (integrable) connection ∇ F on F , and a complete flag {F j } n j=0 on F satisfying certain conditions. GL n -opers on a family of pointed stable curves of arbitrary characteristic were defined and discussed in [23] (or, in [24] ). But, various properties of opers in the case where n = 2 were originally discussed, under the name of indigenous bundles, in the context of the p-adic Teichmüller theory developed by S. Mochizuki (cf. [13] and [14] ). Also, opers defined on a proper smooth curve over the field of complex numbers C or a formal disc over C were introduced and studied in the work of geometric Langlands program by A. Beilinson and V. Drinfeld (cf. [2] and [3] ). Thus, opers play a central role in integrable systems and representation theory of loop algebras. If the underlying curve has characteristic p > 0, then it makes sense to speak of GL n -opers with vanishing p-curvature, which we refer to as dormant GL n -opers or GL n -do'pers for short (cf. Definition 2.1.2). GL n -do'pers and their moduli occur naturally in mathematics, as discussed in, e.g., [7] , [21] , and [23] . Thus, a much more understanding of them will be of use in various areas relevant to the theory of opers in positive characteristic.
0.2.
As declared at the beginning of Introduction, the property on GL n -do'pers which we want to focus on is ordinariness (cf. Definition 2.2.1). The condition of being "ordinary" may be described in terms of certain complexes of sheave obtained from the adjoint bundles associated with GL n -do'pers. The precise definition of ordinariness, as well as ⊛-ordinariness, of GL n -do'pers will be given in Definition 2.2.1. In the case where n = 1, the ordinariness of GL 1 -do'pers is equivalent to the classical ordinariness of their underlying curves (cf. the discussion in § 2.4, especially, Proposition 2.4.1). Hence, from this point of view, the ordinariness of GL n -do'pers may be thought of as a higher rank analogue of the classical ordinariness.
Here, we focus our attention on the relation between the ordinariness and coverings of the curve. Let us review an assertion proved by S. Nakajima and M. Raynaud (cf. [15] , [19] , and [4] ) as follows. Let Y → X be a Galois covering of connected proper smooth (hyperbolic) curves with Galois group G. Suppose that X is general (in the sense described in Theorem B below) and the finite group G is either abelian or a central extension of two abelian groups with (♯(G), g!) = 1. Then, it follows from [15] , Theorem 2, and [19] , THÉORÈME 14, that Y is ordinary. (See also [19] , THÉORÈME 2 and [4] for the other assertions concerning the relation between the ordinariness and Galois coverings.) In the present paper, we consider an analogy of such a type of assertion for ordinariness of GL n -do'pers pulled-back via abelian coverings. 0.3. Let us describe the main results of the present paper. Let p be a prime, n a positive integer with n < p, (g, r) a pair of nonnegative integers with 2g − 2 + r > 0, and k an algebraically closed field of characteristic p. Also, let X := (X, {σ i } r i=1 ) be a pointed proper smooth curve of type (g, r) over k, that is to say, a geometrically connected, proper, and smooth curve X of genus g over k together with r marked points {σ i } r i=1 in X. Suppose that we are given a GL n -do'per
) on X and anétale covering (Y, w : Y → X) of X over k (cf. Definition 1.6.1 (i) for the definition of ań etale covering of a curve), where Y denotes another pointed proper smooth curve over k whose underlying curve is Y . By pulling-back the data in F ♥ via w, one obtains a GL n -oper w * (F ) ♥ on Y. The goal of the present paper is to prove the following two assertions concerning the relation between the ordinariness of F ♥ and the ordinariness of its pull-back w * (F ) ♥ .
Theorem A.
Suppose that the pull-back w * (F ) ♥ is ordinary. Then F ♥ is ordinary.
Theorem B.
Suppose the following conditions: (i) F ♥ is ordinary; (ii) (Y, w) is an abelian covering with p ∤ ♯(Gal(Y/X)) (cf. Definition 1.6.1 (i) and (ii)); (iii) X is general in the moduli stack M g,r classifying pointed proper smooth curves of type (g, r) over k. (Here, we recall that M g,r is irreducible (cf. [5] , § 5); thus, it makes sense to speak of a "general" X, i.e., an X that determines a point of M g,r lying outside some fixed closed substack.) Then, the pull-back w * (F ) ♥ is ordinary.
0.4.
In the final section of the present paper, we shall also consider, as a generalization of the ordinariness of GL n -do'pers, a certain ordinariness of gdo'pers (= dormant g-oper) for a general semisimple Lie algebra g. It is a key observation (cf. Proposition 2.5.1) that the ⊛-ordinariness of GL n -do'pers corresponds exactly the unramifiedness of the moduli stack Op applied to the moduli stack Op Zzz... g,g,r of g-do'pers. If g satisfies a certain condition, which we refer to as being admissibly of classical type A (cf. Definition 5.1.2), then there exists a closed immersion Op Zzz... g,g,r → Op Zzz... slm,g,r for a sufficiently large m. This morphism allow us to relate the (⊛-)ordinariness of GL m -do'pers with the ⊛ g -ordinariness (cf. Proposition 5.1.3 and Theorem 5.2.2). Moreover, for such a g, we obtain (cf. Theorem 5.1.4) an assertion which may be thought of as a generalization of Theorem B.
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Preliminaries
First, we shall introduce our notation and review some topics involved (e.g., integrable vector bundles on log-curves, Cartier operators, and ordinariness of algebraic curves in positive characteristic). A log scheme means, in the present paper, a scheme equipped with a logarithmic structure in the sense of FontaineIllusie (cf. [10] , (1.2)). For a log scheme (resp., a morphism of log schemes) indicated, say, by the notation "X log " (resp., "f log "), we shall use the notation "X" (resp., "f ") for indicating the underlying scheme (resp., the underlying morphism of schemes). Throughout the present paper, we fix a prime p and an algebraically closed field k of characteristic p > 0.
1.1. Recall from [1] , Definition 4.5, the definition of a log-curve as follows.
A log-curve is a log smooth integrable morphism f log : X log → S log of fs log schemes such that the geometric fibers of the underlying morphism f : X → S are reduced connected 1-dimensional schemes. If T log is an arbitrary log scheme, then we shall mean, by a log-curve over T log , a log scheme Y log over T log which is isomorphic to X log × f log ,S log T log for some log-curve f log : X log → S log and some morphism T log → S log of log schemes. (If Ω Y log /T log denotes the sheaf of logarithmic 1-forms on Y log relative to T log , then it is a line bundle and admits a universal log derivation d :
Also, let us recall (families of) pointed stable curves and log-curves associated with them, as follows. Let (g, r) be a pair of nonnegative integers with 2g − 2 + r > 0. Denote by M g,r the moduli stack of r-pointed stable curves (cf. [12] , Definition 1.1) over k of genus g (where we shall refer to such pointed stable curves as being of type (g, r)), and by f tau : C g,r → M g,r the tautological curve over M g,r , with its r marked points σ tau,1 , · · · , σ tau,r : M g,r → C g,r . Recall (cf. [12] , Corollary 2.6 and Theorem 2.7; [5] , § 5) that M g,r may be represented by a geometrically connected, proper, and smooth Deligne-Mumford stack over k of dimension 3g − 3 + r. Also, recall (cf. [9] , Theorem 4.5) that M g,r has a natural log structure given by the divisor at infinity, where we shall denote the resulting log stack by M log g,r . Moreover, we obtain a log structure on C g,r by taking the divisor which is the union of the σ tau,i 's and the pull-back of the divisor at infinity of M g,r (resp., the divisor defined as the pull-back of the divisor at infinity of M g,r ); let us denote the resulting log stack by C log g,r (resp., C log ′ g,r ). f tau : C g,r → M g,r extends naturally to a morphism f
of log stacks. Let M g,r denotes the substack of M g,r classifying pointed proper smooth curves; it is a dense open substack of M g,r and coincides with the locus in which the log structure of M log g,r becomes trivial.
Let us fix a scheme S over k and a pointed stable curve
) over S of type (g, r), which consists of a (proper) semistable curve f : X → S over S of genus g and r marked points σ i : S → X (i = 1, · · · , r). By pulling-back the log structures of M log g,r and C log g,r (resp., C log ′ g,r ) via its classifying morphism, we obtain log structures on S and X respectively; we denote the resulting log stacks by S X-log and X X-log (resp., X X-log
If there is no fear of confusion, we shall abbreviate them to S log and X log (resp., X log ′ ) respectively. The structure morphism f : X → S extends to a morphism f log : X log → S log (resp., f log ′ : X log ′ → S log ) of log schemes, by which the log scheme X log (resp., X log ′ ) becomes a log-curve over S log . If, moreover, the underlying scheme X is smooth over S, then S X-log = S. Denote by D X theétale effective relative divisor on X relative to S defined to be the union of the image of the marked points σ i (i = 1, · · · , r). If ω X/S denotes the dualizing sheaf of X over S, then ω X/S is isomorphic to Ω X log /S log (−D X ) (= Ω X log ′ /S log ).
Let S
log be a log scheme and f log : X log → S log a log-curve over S log , and F a rank n (≥ 0) vector bundle (i.e., a locally free coherent sheaf of finite rank) on X. By an S-log connection on F , we mean an
for any local sections a ∈ O X , m ∈ F . An integrable vector bundle on X log /S log (of rank n) is a pair (F , ∇ F ) consisting of a vector bundle F on X (of rank n) and an S-log connection ∇ F on F . (Note that since Ω X log /S log is a line bundle, any S-log connection on a vector bundle is automatically integrable, i.e., has vanishing curvature.) If, moreover, F is of rank 1, then we shall refer to (F , ∇ F ) as an integrable line bundle on X log /S log . For simplicity, we shall refer to an integral vector bundle on X X-log /S X-log (where X denotes a pointed stable curve whose underlying curve coincides with X) as an integrable vector bundle on X.
Let (F , ∇ F ) and (G, ∇ G ) be an integrable vector bundles on X log /S log . We shall write ∇ F ⊗ ∇ G (by abuse of notation) for the S-log connection on the tensor product F ⊗ G determined by
for any local sections a ∈ F and b ∈ G. Also, we define an isomorphism of integrable vector bundles from (F , ∇ F ) to (G, ∇ G ) is an isomorphism F ∼ → G of vector bundles that is compatible with the respective connections ∇ F and ∇ G .
Next, suppose that we are given an integrable vector bundle (F , ∇ F ) on X log /S log and a commutative square diagram
of log schemes, where T log denotes a log scheme over k and Y log denotes a logcurve over T log . (Hence, we have a morphism w ♯ : w −1 (Ω X log /S log ) → Ω Y log /T log induced by w.) One may obtain a T -log connection
for any local sections a ∈ O Y , v ∈ w −1 (F ). Thus, we have an integrable vector bundle (w * (F ), ∇ w * (F ) ) (9) on Y log /T log .
1.3. In the rest of this section, we fix a scheme S over k and a pointed stable curve X := (f :
) over S of type (g, r) (hence, we have a logcurve X log /S log := X X-log /S X-log ). Denote by F S : S → S (resp., F X : X → X) the absolute Frobenius morphism of S (resp., X). The Frobenius twist of X over S is, by definition, the base-change X (1)
S → S the structure morphism of the Frobenius twist of X over S. The relative Frobenius morphism of X over S is the unique morphism F X/S : X → X (1) S over S that fits into a commutative diagram of the form
If we write
) forms a pointed stable curve over S of type (g, r). In particular, we obtain canonically a log structure on X
) is a pointed stable curve over S (of type (g ′ , r ′ ) for some pair (g ′ , r ′ )) and w : Y → X is a morphism over S, then we shall denote by w (1) :
S the base-change of w via F S : Spec(S) → Spec(S). 
In particular, both F X/S * (Ker(∇ F )) (= Ker(F X/S * (∇ F ))) and F X/S * (Coker(∇ F )) (= Coker(F X/S * (∇ F ))) may be thought of as O X 
/S log ⊗ F X/S * (F ) satisfying the following condition: for any locally defined logarithmic derivation ∂ ∈ T X log /S log and any local section a ∈ Ω X log /S log ⊗ F , the equality
is satisfied, where ∇ F (∂)
•(p−1) denotes the (p − 1)-st iterate of the endomorphism ∇ F (∂) of F , and −, − in the both sides denote the pairings induced by the natural pairing Ω X log /S log × T X log /S log → O X . Moreover, since (F , ∇ F ) has vanishing p-curvature, there exists (cf. [16] , the discussion following Proposition 1.2.4) a commutative square
, where the left-hand and right-hand vertical arrows denote the O X (1) S -linear morphisms induced by the quotient Ω X log /S log ⊗ F ։ Coker(∇ F ) and the inclusion Ker(∇ F ) ֒→ F respectively. Finally, it follows from [17] , Theorem 3.1.1, that the morphism C (F ,∇ F ) (i.e., the lower horizontal arrow in (16) ) is an isomorphism. (Here, we note that since X log /S log is of Cartier type in the sense of [10] , Definition (4.8), the notion of the exact relative Frobenius map in the statement of [16] coincides with F X/S ). Denote by
1.5. Let us recall the ordinariness of algebraic curves, as follows. Definition 1.5.1. We shall say that X is ordinary if the O S -linear morphism
is an isomorphism (cf. e.g., [4] , Definition 1.2, for the definition of the ordinariness of semistable curves over an algebraically closed field).
It is well-known that the dual of
via Grothendieck-Serre duality. In particular, X is ordinary if and only if f 
Proof. It suffices to consider the case where r > 0. Consider the morphism of short exact sequences
By taking the higher direct images via f (1) , (20) gives rise to a morphism of complexes
But, the morphism (22) (i.e., the second vertical arrow from the right in (21)) is an isomorphism since it coincides, by Grothendieck-Serre duality, with the dual of the identity morphism of O S . Hence, by the five lemma, f (i) Anétale covering of X is a triple
where
is commutative, where the two vertical arrows denote the structure morphisms of pointed stable curves; (i-2) the morphism w v : Y → X × S T over T induced by (24) is finite andétale satisfying that (pr
(Hence, the natural morphism w * (Ω X log /S log ) → Ω Y log /T log is an isomorphism.) Anétale covering of X over S is anétale covering (Y, w, v) of X such that Y is a pointed stable curve over S and v = id S . We shall abbreviate (Y, w, id S ) to (Y, w) for simplicity.
(ii) We shall say that anétale covering (Y, w, v) of X (over S) is Galois (resp., abelian) if w v is a Galois covering (resp., an abelian covering).
In this situation, we shall write (25) and refer to it as the Galois group of (Y, w, v) over X. (iii) Let (Y, w Y ) and (Z, w Z ) be anétale coverings of X over S (where we denote by Y and Z the underlying semistable curves respectively). We
(Thus, the isomorphism class of anétale covering (Y, w, id S ) depends only on thé etale morphism w : Y → X, i.e., not on the marked points.)
Finally, we shall consider a relation between the sheaf of horizontal sections of an integrable vector bundle and its pull-back via anétale covering.
) be anétale covering of X and denote by w : Y → X the structure morphism of Y over X. Let us consider the commutative square diagram of k-schemes
Then, for each O X -module F , the morphism
-module induced, via adjunction, from this square diagram is an isomorphism and functorial in F . Moreover, if (F , ∇ F ) is an integrable vector bundle on X, then the isomorphism (27) restricts to an isomorphism
Proof. The former assertion may be immediately verified. Indeed, theétaleness of w implies that the diagram (26) is cartesian, and hence, (27) is an isomorphism.
Next, let us consider the latter assertion. The isomorphism w * (Ω X log /S log ) ∼ → Ω Y log /S log (due to theétaleness of w) and the isomorphism (27) of the case where F is replaced with Ω X log /S log ⊗ F yield a composite isomorphism
One verifies immediately that the square diagram
is commutative. In particular, by taking the kernels of the upper and lower horizontal arrows, we obtain the isomorphism (28), as desired.
GL n -do'pers and ordinariness
In this section, we shall recall the definition of a GL n -oper, as well as a GL n -do'per (cf. Definition 2.1.1 and Definition 2.1.2), and then, introduce the notion of (⊛-)ordinarinesses of GL n -do'pers (cf. Definition 2.2.1). Moreover, we shall discuss several properties concerning the ordinariness. At the end of this section, the proof of Theorem A, being one of our main results, will be given. In the following, we fix a positive integer n with n < p.
2.1. We first recall (cf. [23] , Definition 4.2.1 and [24] , Definition 4.2.1) the definition of a GL n -oper as follows. Let S log be a log scheme over k and f log : X log → S log be a log-curve over S log .
Definition 2.1.1.
• F is a vector bundle on X of rank n;
is a decreasing filtration:
on F by vector bundles on X, satisfying the following conditions:
(1 ≤ j ≤ n − 1) defined by assigning a → ∇ F (a) for any local section a ∈ F j (where (−)'s denote the images in the respective quotients), which are well-defined by virtue of the condition (i-2), are isomorphisms. For simplicity, we shall refer to a GL n -oper on X X-log /S X-log (where X denotes a pointed stable curve whose underlying curve coincides with X) as a GL n -oper on X.
We shall say that a GL n -oper
) is dormant if the pcurvature of ∇ F vanishes identically on X (cf. e.g., [23] , Definition 3.2.1, for the definition of p-curvature). For convenience, we shall abbreviate a "dormant GL n -oper" to a "GL n -do'per".
Let us consider the pull-back of a GL n -oper. Let T log be a log scheme over k and Y log a log-curve over T log . Suppose that we are give a GL n -oper
) on X log /S log and a pair (w log , v log ) consisting of morphisms w log : Y log → X log , v log : T log → S log which make the square diagram
commute and such that the induced morphism
Definition 2.1.3. We shall refer to the GL n -oper w * (F ) ♥ on Y log /T log defined above as the pullback of F ♥ via (w log , v log ).
2.2. Now, we consider certain ordinarinesses of GL n -do'pers on pointed stable curves. Let S be a scheme over k, X := (f :
) a pointed stable curve over S, and
defined to be the sheaf of O X -linear endomorphisms of F with vanishing trace. In the following, the symbol ✷ denotes either the presence or absence of ⊛.
The filtration {F j } n j=0 carries a decreasing filtration {End
denotes the S-log connection on End ✷ (F ) induced naturally by the S-log connection ∇ F . By the definition of a GL n -oper, the restriction of
Since the composite
) becomes the zero map, the composite of the second and third arrows in (40) gives rise to an O S -linear morphism
2.3. Let X and F ♥ be as above and (L, ∇ L ) an integrable line bundle on X. Then, the collection of data
Then, we shall define an equivalence relation in the set of GL n -do'pers on X, as follows. 
In particular, the ✷-ordinariness of GL n -do'pers depends only on their equivalence classes.
2.4.
We shall consider the case where n = 1. Any integrable line bundle (L, ∇ L ) may be equipped with a trivial 1-step filtration
By this way, we may identify any integrable line bundle (resp., any integrable line bundle with vanishing p-curvature) with a GL 1 -oper (resp., a GL 1 -do'per). In particular, one obtains the trivial
on X. It is clear that any two GL 1 -do'pers are equivalent. In other words, any
Next, consider the ✷-ordinariness. According to the above discussion and the discussion in Remark 2.3. (17)). It follows from Proposition 1.5.2 that O ♥ X is ordinary if and only if X is ordinary in the sense of Definition 1.5.1. This observation implies the following proposition for n = 1, by which one may consider the ordinariness of GL n -do'pers may be thought of as a generalization of the classical ordinariness of algebraic curves in positive characteristic.
Proof. Since we have verified the latter assertion, it suffices to prove the former assertion. Let us write 
This diagram shows that Θ 2.5. According to Proposition 2.4.1, the study of the ordinariness of GL ndo'pers reduces to the study of the ⊛-ordinariness. In this subsection, we shall explain that these conditions may be closely related to a local property of the moduli of GL n -do'pers. Toward explaining it, we first recall (from [23] ) several conditions each of which is equivalent to the ⊛-ordinariness (cf. Proposition 2.5.1 below). For a GL n -do'per
-linear composite of the inclusion F X/S * (Ker(∇ F )) ֒→ F X/S * (F ) and the quotient F X/S * (F ) ։ F X/S * (F /F 1 ).
Proposition 2.5.1. Let F ♥ be as above, and suppose that S is affine. Then, the following three conditions (i)-(iii) are mutually equivalent to each other:
The dormant sl n -oper associated with F ♥ has no nontrivial first order deformation. (Here, we refer to [23] , Definition 2.2.1 (i) and Definition 3.6.1, for the definition of a dormant g-oper on a pointed stable curve for a semisimple Lie algebra g and to [23] , § 4.3 and Corollary 4.13.3, for the discussion concerning the dormant sl n -oper associated with a dormant GL n -oper.) Suppose further that r = 0, X is smooth over S, and is ordinary. Then, these conditions are also equivalent to the following condition:
(iv) The equality
is satisfied. By the equivalence (i) ⇔ (iii) in Proposition 2.5.1, the ⊛-ordinariness of GL ndo'pers may be linked to the study in the paper [23] concerning the geometric structure of the moduli stack of dormant sl n -opers. In fact, denote by By applying results in [23] , we have the following proposition. Proof. Assertions (i) and (ii) follows from [23] , Theorem F, and the fact that any pointed totally degenerate stable curve is ordinarily in the sense of Definition 1.5.1.
Corollary 2.5.3. Let S log be a log scheme over k such that S = Spec(R) for some local ring R over k. Also, let X be a pointed stable curve over S log whose spacial fiber is totally degenerate. Then, any GL n -do'per on X is ordinary, and hence, ⊛-ordinary.
Proof. The assertion follows directly from Proposition 2.5.2 (i) and (ii).
2.6.
We shall analyze the behavior, according to the clutching morphism of the underlying pointed stable curves, of the ⊛-ordinariness.
Let S log be a log scheme over k and X := (X/S, {σ i } r i=1 ) a pointed stable curve over S log of type (g, r) (where 2g −2+r > 0). Suppose that X may be obtained by gluing together m (≥ 1) pointed stable curves X j := (X j /S, {σ j,i } by means of a certain clutching data for a pointed stable curve of type (g, r). We refer to [23] , Definition 6.1.1, for the definition of a clutching data.) In particular, for each j, we have a natural morphism Clut j : X j → X of S-schemes. Let us consider the log structure on X j pulled-back from the log structure of X X-log via Clut j . We shall denote the resulting log scheme by X X-log j . The structure morphism X j → S of X j /S extends to a morphism X X-log j → S X-log of log schemes. Moreover, the natural morphism X X-log j → X j of log schemes (where we consider X j as being equipped with the trivial log structure) extends to a commutative square diagram
where the underlying morphisms w j and v j of the horizontal arrows coincide with the identity morphisms of X j and S respectively. One verifies that the morphism
over S X-log induced by the diagram (52) is logétale. Now, suppose that we are given a GL n -do'per F ♥ on X. By restricting via Clut j , we obtain, from
may be naturally identified with a GL n -do'per
on X j/S . The following proposition (which will be used in the proof of Theorem B) is verified. 
2.7.
The proof of Theorem A. Now, we shall prove one of our main results, Theorem A. Let X, (Y, w), and F ♥ be as in § 0.2. It follows from the assumption and Proposition 2.4.1 that Y is ordinary and w * (F ) ♥ is ⊛-ordinary. For completing the proof, it suffices to prove that X is ordinary and F ♥ is ⊛-ordinary (by Proposition 2.4.1 again).
First, we shall show that X is ordinary. Consider the square diagram
where the left-hand and right-hand vertical arrows are the morphisms induced from w and w (1) respectively. By Proposition 1.5.2, the ordinariness of Y implies the injectivity of the lower horizontal arrow in (55). Hence, since the two vertical arrows in (55) are injective, the upper horizontal arrow is injective. By Proposition 1.5.2 again, X turns out be ordinary.
Next, we shall show that F ♥ is ⊛-ordinary. Recall that the isomorphism
obtained by Proposition 1.6.2. Also, the functorial isomorphism (27) induces an isomorphism
The above two isomorphisms make the square diagram
commute. Hence, we have an isomorphism
By means of (56) and (59), we obtain a composite injection
But, by the equivalence (i) ⇔ (iv) in Proposition 2.5.1, the hypothesis that w * (F ) ♥ is ⊛-ordinary implies the equality
Consequently, the composite injection (60) shows the equality
equivalently, F ♥ is ⊛-ordinary by Proposition 2.5.1 again. This completes the proof of Theorem A.
Cyclic logétale coverings of a pointed projective line
In this section, we consider GL n -do'pers on the projective line with some marked points. The goal of this section is to prove (cf. Proposition 3.3.1) that the pull-back of any GL n -do'per on the projective line with three marked points via a cyclic logétale covering is necessarily ⊛-ordinary. This assertion will be the key ingredient of the proof of Theorem B.
3.1. For each value s ∈ k ⊔ {∞}, denote by [s] the k-rational point of the projective line
over k determined by s. Let l be a positive integer prime to p, and denote by µ l := {ζ 1 , · · · , ζ l } the group of l-power roots of unity. The collection of data
forms a pointed stable curve of type (0, l + 2). In particular,
(i.e, the P (l+2)pt of the case l = 1) is a unique (up to isomorphism) pointed stable curve of type (0, 3).
The Frobenius twist P
(1) k of P/k is evidently isomorphic to P. The discussion in this subsection will be applied to the discussion in § 3.3, where we deal with P
Let n be a positive integer. Recall the Birkhoff-Grothendieck's theorem, which asserts that for any vector bundle V on P of rank n is isomorphic to a direct sum of n line bundles:
where w j 1 ≤ w j 2 if j 1 < j 2 . The nondecreasing sequence of integers (w j ) n j=1
depends only on the isomorphism class of the vector bundle V.
Definition 3.2.1.
In the above situation, we shall say that V is of type (w j ) n j=1 . Also, we shall say that V is of homogeneous type if it is of type (w j ) n j=1 with w 1 = w n (equivalently, w 1 = w 2 = · · · = w n ).
By induction on n, one may verify immediately the following lemma (cf. [23] ), Lemma 7.7.1.
Lemma 3.2.2.
Suppose that we are given, for = 1, 2, a rank n vector bundle V on P of type (w ,j ) n j=1 , where {w ,j } 1≤j≤n denotes a nondecreasing sequence of integers, and given an injection V 1 ֒→ V 2 of O P -modules. Then, for any j ∈ {1, · · · , n}, the inequality w 1,j ≤ w 2,j is satisfied.
The above lemma deduces immediately the following lemma (from an argument similar to the argument in the proof of [23] , Lemma 7.7.2), which will be used in the proof of Proposition 3.3.1.
Lemma 3.2.3.
Let s be an integer and {V l } l∈Z ≥0 a set of rank n vector bundles (indexed by the set of nonnegative integers Z ≥0 ) on P satisfying the following two conditions:
• each V l is of degree s + l and of type (w l,j ) n j=1 , where {w l,j } n j=1 denotes a nondecreasing sequence of integers (hence n j=1 w l,j = s + l);
• the inequality w l,n − w l,1 ≤ 1 (for each l ≥ 0) is satisfied.
Also, suppose that we are given a sequence of O P -linear injections
Then, there exists l 0 ∈ Z ≥0 such that V l 0 is of homogeneous type.
) be a GL n -do'per on P (l+2)pt and {w l } n l=1 a nondecreasing sequence of integers. Suppose that the rank n vector bundle F P/k * (Ker(∇ F )) on P (1) k is of type (w l ) n l=1 , i.e., decomposes into a direct sum of n line bundles:
Then, we have the inequality w n − w 1 ≤ l + 1, equivalently, |w i − w j | ≤ l + 1 for any i, j ∈ {1, · · · , n}.
Proof. According to the decomposition (68), the rank n vector bundle
on P decomposes into the direct sum
Ker(∇ F ) (j = 0, · · · , n − 1). It follows from [23] , Proposition 7.3.3 and the latter assertion of [23] , Corollary 7.3.4 of the case where (g, r) = (0, 3) (cf. [23] , the proof of Proposition 7.6.3) that (71) deg(gr
Now, let us write
where the first (resp., second) arrow denotes the inclusion into the n-th factor (resp., the projection onto the 1-st factor). Also, write
Then, ξ ′ (resp., ξ ′′ ) induces a nonzero morphism 74) (resp., ξ ′′ : (gr
between line bundles (on the smooth curve P 1 ). In particular ξ ′ and ξ ′′ are injective, and hence, we have
F ), where the last inequalities in both (75) and (76) follow from (71). But, it follows from the latter assertion of [23] , Corollary 7.3.4, that deg(gr
By combining (75), (76), and (77), we obtain
This implies (since w n − w 1 ∈ Z) that w n − w 1 ≤ l + 1, as desired.
3.3. Consider the endomorphism π : P → P of P corresponding to the kalgebra endomorphism of k[x, y] given by assigning x → x l and y → y l . This morphism is unramified over P \ {[0], [∞]} and satisfies that π
Also, it extends to a loǵ etale Galois covering (79) π log : P P (l+2)pt -log → P P 3pt -log over k with Galois group µ l .
) be a GL n -do'per on P 3pt (which is ⊛-ordinary due to Proposition 2.5.1 (i) or (ii)). Then, the pull-back π * (F ) ♥ via π log (i.e., the pull-bak of F ♥ via (π log , id k ) in the sense of Definition 2.1.3) is a ⊛-ordinary GL n -do'per on P (l+2)pt .
Proof. By Remark 2.3.1.1 and Lemma 3.3.3 proved below, one may assume, after possibly twisting by some integrable line bundle with vanishing p-curvature,
) is of homogenous type, and hence, End(F P/k * (Ker(∇ π * (F ) ))) is isomorphic to a direct sum of finite copies of O P (1) k . This implies the equality
Here, recall from well-known generalities of deformation theory that the space of first order deformations of F P/k * (Ker(∇ π * (F ) )) is canonically isomorphic to
k , End(F P/k * (Ker(∇ π * (F ) )))). Thus, F P/k * (Ker(∇ π * (F ) )) has no nontrivial first order deformation. The assertion follows from this fact together with [23] , Corollary 7.5.2.
To compete the proof of Proposition 3.3.1, it remains to prove Lemmas 3.3.2 and 3.3.3. We first prove Lemma 3.3.2, which asserts that there exists an isomorphism of the form (28) where w is replaced with our covering π log (which is notétale but logétale).
Lemma 3.3.2.
Let (V, ∇ V ) be an integrable vector bundle on P 3pt with vanishing p-curvature. Then, the natural morphism
of O P -modules is an isomorphism.
Proof. Since (81) 
] (where (−) denotes the coherent sheaf associated with (−)). It follows from [18] , Corollary 2.10 (or, [23] , the discussion following Lemma 7.3.2) that the t p -adic completion of
together with a
Hence, to complete the proof, one may assume, without loss of generality,
, ∇ m ) (where m ∈ Z). We shall identify, in a natural fashion, the formal neighborhood of [0] in the domain P of π (resp.,
) obtained as the formal completion of π (resp., π (1) ) at [0] may be given by assigning t → (t 1 l ) l (resp.,
One the other hand, one verifies that
is isomorphic to the map given by assigning a → t
. Hence, we have
By (82) and (83), the morphism (81) is an isomorphism on the formal neighborhood of [0] . This completes the proof of Lemma 3.3.2.
By means of Lemma 3.3.2, we prove the following Lemma 3.3.3.
k is of homogeneous type. Proof. We shall apply the discussion in the proof of [23] , Proposition 7.7.4, to F ♥ . Here, note that there necessarily exists a (n, 1)-determinant data U for X log over S log (cf. [23] , Definition 4.9, for the definition of a (n, 1)-determinant data) for which F ♥ is isomorphic to some dormant (GL n , 1, U)-oper. By applying the discussion in loc. cit., we obtain a collection of data
) (m ∈ Z ≥0 ) on P 3pt which are equivalent to F ♥ and satisfy the equalities
and
Suppose that there exists m 1 ≥ 0 for which F P/k * (Ker(∇ Fm 1 )) is of type (w m 1 ,j ) n j=1 with w m 1 ,n − w m 1 ,1 ≥ 2. Let us take a positive integer l with l ≥ 2 and take π log as at the beginning of § 3.3 for this l. Then,
This is a contradiction, and implies that F P/k * (Ker(∇ Fm )) (for any m) is of type (w j ) The goal of this section is to prove Theorem B. To this end, we apply a usual degeneration technique for underlying curves of GL n -do'pers. By means of the result of the previous section, we first prove Theorem B for the case of elliptic curves and abelian coverings given by multiplication by integers (cf. Proposition 4.2.2). Then, we complete the proof of Theorem B by applying this tentative result and considering a stable curve obtained by gluing together some elliptic curves.
4.1. In this subsection, we consider a certain stable curve obtained by gluing together some copies of the projective line, and consider the log structure of the projective line restricted from the natural log structure of this stable curve.
For a positive integer m, we shall denote by
) the pointed stable curve over k of type (1, ml) determined uniquely by the following two conditions:
(i) C m is a (proper) semistable curve over k of the form
where each P j is (a copy of) the projective line P with {σ l m,i } (j−1)l<i≤jl ⊆ P j (k); (ii) there exist mutually distinct k-rational points of C m :
(Hence, the set {δ 1 · · · , δ m } coincides with the set of of nodes of C m ). In particular, for each j = 1, . . . , m, we obtain (after ordering the set of marked points) a pointed stable curve
the log scheme over Spec(k) C l m -log which is defined as the k-scheme P j equipped with the log structure pulled-back from the log structure of C C l m -log m via the natural closed immersion P j → C m . Then, we have the commutative square diagram
The following lemma is immediately verified.
Lemma 4.1.1. The resulting morphism
m -log is logétale and its underlying morphism of k-schemes coincides with the identity morphism of P j (= P). 
log the log scheme defined as Spec(R 1 ) equipped with the log structure associated with the homomorphism
(whose underlying morphism of schemes coincides with the identity).
Let us write
) and equip Spec(R l ) (resp., Spec(R ∞ )) with a log structure associated with the homomorphism (
log (resp., Spec(R ∞ ) log ) for the resulting log scheme and write Spec(k) log for the log scheme defined as Spec(k) equipped with the log structure pulled-back from the log structure of Spec(R ∞ ) log via the closed immersion Spec(k) → Spec(R ∞ ). Then, the sequence of homomorphisms R 1 ֒→ R l ֒→ R ∞ ։ k yield a sequence of morphisms of log schemes
(by which Spec(R ∞ ) log may be thought of as a universal Kummerétale covering of Spec(R)
Let us fix an algebraically closed field K together with an inclusion R ∞ ֒→ K, which induces a morphism Spec(K) → Spec(R ∞ ) log . Then, let
be the base-change of C 1 m,R 1 via this morphism. Write
where ✷ denotes either the present or absence of the prime " ′ ". (Hence, we
give rise to a diagram of logarithmic fundamental groups
where all the arrows are determined up to choices of base point, i.e., up to composition with inner automorphism. The vertical arrow in (101) is surjective and the horizontal arrow becomes an isomorphism after taking maximal pro-l quotient (−) (l) . Here, [l] C m,K denotes the endomorphism of C m,K determined by multiplication by l, which is an abelianétale covering of degree l 2 . There exist uniquely (up to isomorphism) a log-curve C 
(Namely, C m·l,R∞ × R∞ K ∼ = C m,K and the fiber of [l] C m,R∞ over K coincides with [l] C m,K .) One may find a collection of data described as follows:
• a pointed stable curve
2 ) over R l (which is uniquely determined up to change of ordering in the marked points {σ
of log schemes whose underlying morphism of schemes coincides with the identity;
• a commutative diagram
where both the left-hand rectangle and the right-hand lower square are cartesian, the two lower horizontal arrows are obtained in (98), and all the upper vertical arrows except η log 1 and η log l are the structure morphisms of pointed stable curves. The fact that the left-hand rectangle is cartesian gives an isomorphism
log . Also, one verifies that the special fiber of C
the base-change of [l] log C m,R∞ over k log under the isomorphism (107). The image of each P j ⊆ C m·l (j = 1, · · · , m · l) via [l] Cm is contained in P s j ⊆ C m for some s j ∈ {1, · · · , m}. Thus, we obtain its restriction of the following form
By a straightforward argument, one verifies the following lemma. , then its pull-back via C
(resp., the com-
) to the special fiber. Since the 
. By Proposition 3.3.1, the pull-back π * (F m,k log | Ps j ) ♥ via π log of this GL n -do'per is ⊛-ordinary. By Lemma 4.1.1 again, this pull-back may be identified with a GL n -do'per on P
-log k log /k log , which is isomorphic to the restriction of F ♥ m·l,k log . Thus, it follows from Proposition 2.6.1 that F ♥ m·l,k log is ⊛-ordinary. This completes the proof of Proposition 4.2.2.
4.3.
The proof of Theorem B. This subsection is devoted to prove Theorem B. Let G be a finite abelian group with p ∤ ♯(G). Let S be a scheme over k and X := (X/S, {σ i } i ) a pointed proper smooth curve over S. We shall say that X is ⊛ n,G -ordinary if for any ⊛-ordinary GL n -do'per F ♥ on X and any abelian covering (Y, w, v) of X with Galois group Gal(Y/X) ∼ = G such that v isétale, the pull-back w * (F ) ♥ is ⊛-ordinary. Proof. Denote by N g,r,n,G theétale sheaf on M g,r associated with the presheaf which, to anyétale scheme S over M g,r classifying a pointed stable curve X, assigns the set of isomorphism classes ofétale coverings (Y, w, id S ) of X over S with Galois group Gal(Y/X) ∼ = G. Then, N g,r,n,G may be represented by a relative finite scheme over M g,r . The assignment (Y, w,
GLn,(g−1)·♯(G)+1,r·♯(G) , and hence, (N g,r,n,G × Mg,r Op Zzz...
is a closed substack of N g,r,n,G × Mg,r Op GLn,g,r /M g,r are proper (cf. [23] , Theorem C). Hence, ⊛ M g,r,n,G , which coincides with the complement of the image of (113) via (114), is open in M g,r , as desired.
) the pointed proper smooth curve classified by the point Spec(L) → M g,r . Let
♥ is ⊛-ordinary. (Here, since there is no nontrivialétale covering of the projective line over L, we only consider the case where g ≥ 1.) First, we shall consider the case where g = 1. We may assume, without loss of generality, that L = K and r = m as in § 4.2 (hence, C K is isomorphic to C 1 m,K ).
One may find anétale covering w Next, we consider the case g ≥ 2. Let
) be a pointed stable curve of type (g, r) over k obtained (from the argument in § 2.6) by gluing together g pointed elliptic curves C k,j := (C k,j /k, {σ k,j,i } i ) (by means of a certain clutching data) in such a way that the dual graph of C k is tree. By the above discussion, one may find such a curve C k satisfying furthermore that each C k,j is ⊛ n,G ′ -ordinary for any quotient group G ′ of G. After possibly replacing L with its extension field, there exist an inclusion R ֒→ L (over k),
(for some m), and a pointed stable curve
over R of type (g, r) satisfying the following properties:
• If s denotes the closed point of Spec(R), then the fiber of C R over s is isomorphic to
One verifies from the definition of C R that there exists a Galois covering w R : GLn,g,r is finite and genericallyétale over M g,r , there exists a GL n -do'per F ♥ R on C R which restricts to F ♥ . By the condition on each C k,j assumed earlier, the restrictions F | ♥ C k,s j of F ♥ to C k,s j , as well as its pull-back via w k,j , is ⊛-ordinary. Hence, it follows from Proposition 2.6.1 that w * k (F ) ♥ is ⊛-ordinary. Finally, by Corollary 2.5.3, w *
L (F )
♥ is ⊛-ordinary, and hence, we complete the proof of Lemma 4.3.3.
In particular, we have completed the proof of Theorem B.
5. Ordinariness for a semisimple Lie algebra g As shown in Proposition 2.5.1 (or Proposition 2.5.2, (i)), the ordinariness, as well as the ⊛-ordinariness, of GL n -do'pers is closely related to the unramifiedness of the moduli stack Op Zzz... sln,g,r at their classifying morphisms. In a similar vein, one may define the ordinariness of dormant g-opers for a certain class of semisimple Lie algebras g and consider the sorts of problems discussed before for dormant g-opers.
5.1. For example, let g be a semisimple Lie algebra over k whose rank is, in a certain sense (cf. the conditions (Char) 0 and (Char) W p described in [23] , § 2.1), sufficiently small relative to the characteristic p of k. Once we fix a certain collection of data concerning such a g (e.g., a choice of an sl 2 -triple sl 2 ֒→ g and a pinning that are compatible in a certain sense (cf. [23] , § 2.1)), it makes sense to speak about the notion of a dormant g-oper on a pointed stable curve. In the following, when we mention a semisimple g, we always assume that such a collection of data have been chosen. Roughly speaking, a dormant g-oper on a pointed stable curve X := (X/S, {σ i } i ) is a pair E ♠ := (E, ∇ E ) consisting of an Aut 0 (g)-torsor E over X (where Aut 0 (g) denotes the identity component of the group of Lie algebra automorphisms of g) and an (integrable) S-log connection ∇ E on E satisfying certain conditions, including vanishing p-curvature. We refer to [23] , Definition 2.2.1, and Definition 3.6.1, for the precise definition of a dormant g-oper. As in the previous discussion, we shall abbreviate a dormant g-oper to a g-do'per. If, moreover, (Y, w, v) is anétale covering of X, then by pulling-back the data in E ♠ via w, one may obtain a g-do'per w * (E) ♠ on Y, which we refer to as the pull-back of E ♠ . Denote by Op Zzz... g,g,r the moduli stack classifying pairs (X, E ♠ ) consisting of a pointed stable curve of type (g, r) over k and a g-do'per E ♠ on it. By forgetting the data of a g-do'per, we have a morphism Op Definition 5.1.1. Let X be a pointed stable curve over a k-scheme S of type (g, r). We shall say that a g-do'per E ♠ on X is ⊛ g -ordinary if its classifying map S → Op The notion of ⊛ sln -ordinariness is, via the isomorphism (50), equivalent to the ⊛-ordinariness of GL n -do'pers discussed so far. More precisely, let F ♥ be a GL n -do'per and denote by E ♠ the sl n -do'per associated with F ♥ . Then, it follows from the equivalence (i) ⇔ (iii) in Proposition 2.5.1 that F ♥ is ⊛-ordinary if and only if E ♠ is ⊛ sln -ordinary. The result described in Theorem B generalizes to some g. In fact, we shall consider simple Lie algebras g introduced in the following definition.
Definition 5.1.2. We shall say that g is admissibly of classical type A if g is isomorphic to either sl n (for n < p), so 2n+1 (for n < g,g,r that dominates M g,r (cf. [23] , Theorem F), as in the case of sl n (cf. Proposition 2.5.2 (i)). Moreover, note that one may find an embedding g → sl m (for some m ≤ p − 1) that preserves the respective pinnings and sl 2 -triples (cf. [23] , § 7.9). This embedding yields a closed immersion ι g→slm : Op Proposition 5.1.3. Let X be a pointed stable curve over a k-scheme of type (g, r) and E ♠ a g-do'per on X. Denote by E Proof. The assertion follows from the observation that Op Zzz... g,g,r is unramified (relative to M g,r ) at the point s since ι g→slm is a closed immersion and Op Zzz... slm,g,r is unramified at the point s • ι g→slm .
By means of the above proposition, we have the following generalization of Theorem B.
Theorem 5.1.4. Let g be a semisimple Lie algebra over k which is admissibly of classical type A, X a pointed proper smooth curve of type (g, r) over k, (Y, w, id k ) an abelian covering of X over k, and E ♠ a g-do'per on X. Suppose the following conditions:
(ii) (Y, w, id k ) is abelian with p ∤ ♯(Gal(Y/X)); (iii) X is general in the moduli stack M g,r ; Then, the pull-back w * (E) ♠ is ⊛ g -ordinary.
